TITLE: Mamma Maria

1-4 OFF/Wall WAIT MEAS: APT PT: TOG TCH BFLY

1-4 In OFF/Wall Wait 2 Measures: apt L, pl R, log R, tech L to low BFLY:

PART A

1-4 BASIC; NEW YORKER; SPOT TRN:

5-8 FENCE LINE TWICE; SHOULDER TO SHOULDER TWICE:

1-2 In low BFLY. If fwd L, rec R, sl L of R, sl R of L, and R;

3-4 Swerved RF on R. If fwd L, rec L of RF. Go left, rec L, and L of RF.

5-6 In BFLY XLIF (W or XSLIF), rec R, sl L of R, sl R of L, and R.

7-8 In BFLY XLIF (W or XSLIF), rec R, sl L of R, sl R of L, and R.

9-12 1/2 BASIC; UNDERARM TURN; LARIAT:

13-16 SPOT & TIME-step & Spot (Option: TIME-step TWICE); BASIC:

9-10 In low BFLY. If fwd L, rec R, sl L of R, sl R of L, and R.

11-12 Swerved RF on L, rec L of RF, sl L of RF, and L of RF.

13-14 In low BFLY. If fwd L, rec R, sl L of RF, and L of RF.

15-16 REPEAT meas 1-2 of A;

PART B

1-4 FULL TRN CHASE TWICE:

5-8 TRAVELING DOOR TWICE; VINE 2 PC to FC; VINE 2 BK to BK BFLY:

1-2 RF fwd L, w RF tra, const RF tra rec R. If wall, sl L of R, sl L of R. If wall, sl L of R, sl L of R.

3-4 REPEAT meas 1-2 of B & to BFLY:

5-6 RF sl L of R, w XSLIF, sl RF, RF sl R, sl R, sl R.

7-8 Sl R, XSLIF, rec L of R, sl L of R, w BFLY (W or XSLIF) to BFLY/Wall;

PART C

1-4 QK VINE; TRAVELING DOOR TWICE OP/LD:

5-8 SLIDING DOOR TWICE; CIRCLE AWAY & TOGETHER:

9-12 TWIRL VINE CHA; RSY TWIRL VINE CHA; SAND STEP TWICE:

1-4 Sl L, XSLIF, sl L, XSLIF, sl R, XSLIF, sl R, XSLIF.

5-6 Sl L, rec R, hand W, XSLIF, sl R, XSLIF to OP/LD;

7-8 Circle arm COH (W or XSLIF) to BFLY/Wall;

9-10 Sl L, XSLIF, sl L of R, sl L, and R, and L, sl R.

11-12 In BFLY. L tech, L tech, XSLIF, sl R, R, R tech, R tech, XSLIF, sl L of R.

END

1-4 QK VINE; TRAVELING DOOR TWICE BFLY:

5-8 TWIRL VINE CHA; RSY TWIRL VINE CHA; APT PT & HOLD:

1-4 REPEAT meas 1-4 of C end to BFLY/Wall;

7-8 REPEAT meas 9-10 of C; apt L, pl R, tech L, tech R.